
 
An old German saying… 

"Beer turns thirst into a beautiful thing"  
 

Germany is a major contender in the world of beer with 1300 breweries producing over 5,000 brands of 
beer. Germany is home to the Reinheitsgebot, a German purification law that beer must only be made with 

water, barley-malt, and hops.  Yeast was allowed later on. Though made from just four ingredients — 
malt, hops, yeast and water — German beers come in all descriptions: From mild to strong, from straw-

blond to jet-black, from assertive to delicate, from robust to sublime, from seductive to matter-of-fact, 
from elegant to earthy, from racy to substantial ... and they all taste absolutely magnificent.   

Here is just a sampling….. 
 
Weihenstephan Original Lager  5.1 % .................................................................. $4  
Light golden color, slightly carbonated with an aroma that is crisp, and flowery. 
The taste is exceptionally well balanced between clean hops, and sweet malt.  
 
Weihenstephan Hefeweisen  5.4 % .......................................................................... $4  
This medium bodied ale pours a cloudy golden color with a magnificent creamy 
head. The complex nose and taste is banana and clove and citrus because of the 
fresh yeast flavors.  
 
Gaffel Kolsch 4.8 % .......................................................................................................... $5 
A light bodied lager has a delicate but hoppy character that is balanced by the malt, 
fruity flavors - honey, orange, lemon and perhaps a touch of grapefruit. 
 
Paulaner Salvatore Doppelbock 7.5 % ..........................................................$4.5  
The first authentic dopplebock (double bock) beer. A very rich and full bodied yet 
superbly balanced, true to its world-renowned reputation. 
 
Hacker Pschorr Hefe Weizen 5.5 %  ............................................................... $4.50 
Brewed with 60 % wheat, 40 % barley - using top fermenting yeast, it is then slowly 
lagered and remains unfiltered throughout the finish. 
 
Paulaner Original Munich Lager 4.9 % .............................................................. $4 
When the Original Münchner was brewed for the first time at the end of the 19th 
Century, it was a spectacular success, with its hoppy taste yet, subtle, light and 
elegant, it became very popular.  This is Paulaner's No. 1 export beer in over 30 
countries with its wonderfully spicy, naturally hearty taste. 
 
Uerige Alt 4.7 %..................................................................................................................$5.5  
Bitter and full of flavor...simply delicious. 
 
Einbecker Mai-U-bock6.5 % ........................................................................................... $5 
This famous specialty beer with its refreshing taste is produced every Spring. 
 
Kostritzer Schwartzbier 4.8 % ................................................................................ $5 
Dark Ruby red color with a tan head.  roasted and slight chocolate aromas. Dry 
taste then finishing slightly sweet, low to medium body. 
 
1809 Berliner Weisse 5 % ....................................................................... 16.9 oz / $8.5 
“1809” is a very traditional interpretation of the “Berliner Style” Weisse with an 
intense blend of lactic tartness and complex fruitiness. It is bottle-conditioned, 
unfiltered and unpasteurized. “1809” is fermented in traditional open fermenters 
and horizontal lager tanks.  
 
Schlenkerla Rauch 5.1 % ...........................................................................16.9 oz / $6 
Malt kilned over beechwood gives this beer its distinctive, full, penetrating smoky 
taste. Not for the faint hearted, but a world classic nonetheless. 
 
Schneider Weisse Aventinus 8.2 %.................................................... 16.9 oz / $7.5 
Dark-ruby, almost black-colored and streaked with fine top-fermenting yeast, this 
beer has a compact and persistent head. This is a very intense wheat doppelbock with 
a complex spicy chocolate-like aroma with a hint of banana and raisins.  It finishes in 
a rich soft and lightly bitter impression. 
 
Jever Pils 4.9%....................................................................................................................... $4 
This is probably the most bitter of the Nothern German Pilsners.  Aroma is resiny 
hops and booming malt leading to a beer with a typical pure white head.  Beautiful 
beer of character. For the experienced palette, dry, bitter & fresh.  



Italy 
Consumption of Italian beer, though considered a growing phenomenon, is not as widespread as in 
its European neighbors, mainly because of a historical preference for wine in the country. But, in 
recent years a considerable number of microbreweries of very-high quality have spread 
throughout Italy. Here is our favorite…. 
 

Baladin Nora  8%..............................................................................................................25 oz / $16 
This special brew has been concocted from an ancient Egyptian recipe. Unmalted kamut, 
ginger, myrrh, and orange peel are used to represent the balancing spices of ancient times. 
The myrrh provides the bittering that allows to mostly forgo the use of hops. The aroma 
has notes of violets, roses, cyclamen and citrus fruits. Full-bodied with an intense taste in 
which citrus aroma contrasts pleasantly the balsamic (mentholated) overtone. It finishes 
with tones of bitter resins. Bottle conditioned, don’t fret: the “expiration” date is set to 
just a few months after bottling for legal reasons only, this beer only improves with age 
and any “expiration” date should be disregarded or perhaps cherished! 

 
Poland 
Poland may not be one of the first countries to spring to mind when thinking of beer, but it does 
have much in this sphere to warrant attention. It combines elements of the Czech, German and 
British traditions while maintaining unique styles of their  own. Currently, there are around 80 
breweries active, including three micros founded in the 1990's.  
 

Hevelius Kaper  9.10%...................................................................................................... 16 oz / $5 
Strong lager, amber in color, malty with alcohol essence but still smooth, hints of spice. 
Zywiec lager 5.6% .............................................................................................................. 16 oz / $5 
Pale golden beer, essence of malt and pea pods. Taste of sweet maltiness with a hint of 
grassy, bitter hops.  
Zywiec Porter  9.5% .......................................................................................................... 16 oz / $5  
Dark, strong beer brewed according to the traditional recipe from 1881, with the Munich 
malt and special malts for caramel and color plus the highest quality aromatic hops. 
Everything together creates a unique combination of taste.  
 

Sri Lanka 
The following excerpt from Michael Jackson regarding Lion Stout..." ‘Which was your 
most unusual beer hunting trip?’  I am often asked. Among them, I always cite a visit to Sri 
Lanka, in 1986, to track down a cask-conditioned stout... The indigenous drinks of Sri 
Lanka are toddy (a "beer" fermented overnight from coconut sap) and arrack (a coconut 
brandy). There also remain colonial influences from the Portuguese, Dutch and British, 
especially the latter, who found that the hill country provided a perfect climate in which 

to plant tea. The men who ran the plantations thirsted for British beer. There seems to have been brewing in Sri 
Lanka in the 1860s, but the Ceylon Brewing Co., brewer of Lion Stout, traces its history to 1881. Its original 
brewery, in the hill town of Nuwara Eliya, which spreads from 3,500 feet to more than 6,000 feet, was perfectly 
placed for the planters…” 

Lion Stout 8% .......................................................................................................................................$5 
As described by Mr. Jackson….Pruney, mocha aromas and flavors; tar-like oiliness of body; 
peppery, bitter-chocolate finish.  

 
Austria  
Already in the 14th century there were restaurants in Austria in which beer 
was retailed and in 1384 the first Viennese brewery was officially mentioned. 
By the end of the 15th century bottom fermented beer was already brewed 
and also the use of hop for beer production had become customary. But the 

triumphant advance of beer began in the second half of the 19th century with the 
industrial production of pale, bottom fermented lager beer, to whose development 
Austrian brewer Anton Dreher contributed a lot. Austria became one of the most 
important beer export countries. And Austrian brewers were very successful at Paris 
World’s Fair in 1867. Austria had definitely become a country of beer. 

Stiegl Pilsner 4.9%.........................................................................................................16.9 oz / $5 
A fine, lively type of beer, with a bouquet produced by premium quality Saaz hops to 
stimulate the senses - that's Stiegl Pils! 
Stiegl Weizen 5.1% ...................................................................................................... 16.9 oz / $5.5 
A hefe weizen that is hazy apricot in color. Lemon, clove and yeast essence with a bubbly 
effervescence.   
Gosser Lager 5.2%............................................................................................................................$4 
The bottom fermented, light coloured Lager beer delights the palates of beer-lovers 
around the world. It has a mild aroma of malt and a refreshingly dry flavour derived from 
the balanced addition of the hops. 
Eggenberg Urbock 23°  9.6%......................................................................................................$7 
Strong lager; lagered for 9 months then filtered and force-carbonated. "Full-bodied with 
a creamy flavour and noble hop flavours. Has on occasion been called the 'Cognac of 
beers'.  
Samichlaus 14%...................................................................................................................................$7 
One of the rarest beers in the world, brewed only once a year on December 6th, 
subsequently fermented and matured for about 10 months before bottling in October. 
Know as the strongest bottom-fermented lager in the world. Samichlaus may be aged in the 
bottle for many years to come. Older vintages become more complex with a creamy 
warming finish. Samichlaus contains only natural ingredients and is being brewed 
according the purity law of 1516.  



Scotland 
Famous for its bagpipes and kilts, this country is no stranger to beer.  Historians say the 
Scots brewed beer 5,000 years ago in the Celtic tradition of bittering herbs that flavored 
and preserved the ale.  Barley produced in the north of Scotland most often becomes 
Scotch whiskey while that grown in the south is better suited to the making of beer. As a 

result of these patterns, barley has been readily accessible to Scottish brewers throughout their history. In 
contrast to barley, hops refuse to flourish in Scotland. Long after the English had conceded to use hops, the 
Scots continued to prefer other bittering substances. A variety of products were used instead, including 
"ginger, pepper, spices and aromatic herbs." 

SkullSplitter 8.5 %......................................................................................................................... $5 
Named after Thorfin Hausakliuuf, the seventh earl of Orkney, this reddish colored ale has 
an intense vinous nose, is full bodied with rich fruity notes a long dry finish. Dangerously 
drinkable. 
Heather Ale Fraoch 5.0 % ......................................................................................................$4.5 
Brewed in Scotland since 2000 B.C. heather ale is probably the oldest style of ale still 
produced in the world. A light amber ale with floral peaty aroma, full malt character, a 
spicy herbal flavor and dry wine like finish. 
Belhaven Scottish Ale 3.9 %.................................................................................................... $5  
Pours a clear copper color with an off-white head. Strong aroma of clean malts, caramel 
and a touch of peat. Starts a sweet balanced toffee flavor, with  hops in the finish. Great 
smooth mouthfeel, and a nice session beer. 
McEwans Scotch Ale  8.0 % ...................................................................................................... $5  
Deep brown color. A chocolate and caramel body with a lingering sweet finish. The 
McEwan family knows beer. Now a publicly owned company that exports all over the 
world, William McEwan opened the Fountain Brewery in 1856, in the Fountainbridge area 
of Edinburgh. The company joined forces in 1960 with Newcastle Breweries to form 
Scottish & Newcastle. 
Theakston Old Peculiar Ale 5.6 % ...................................................................................$4.5 
It is a full bodied ale with a has a hoppy aroma but with a distinct underlying yeast tinge. On 
the palate it is complex with the malt flavor subduing the hops. 
Flag Porter 1825 Original 5.0 % ......................................................................................$4.5 
Flag Porter is brewed from a traditional 19th century British recipe using yeast salvaged 
from a vessel which sank in the English Channel in 1825. Adhering to the practices of 
porter brewers of the era, Dr. Thomas uses barley and hops grown without pesticides or 
chemical fertilizers.  
Harvistouns Old Engine Oil 6.0%......................................................................................... $7 
An unusual name for an unusual beer! A superb, rich, full-bodied beer derived from a 
traditional Celtic recipe. Wickedly smooth chocolate dominates the flavor, which is 
nicely balanced by the bitterness of the hops.  This makes Old Engine Oil a delicious ‘after 
dinner’ beer. Try it straight from the fridge. Winner of the ‘Winter 2000’ Tesco Beer 
Challenge.  

 

Sweden 
Since 1995,  Sweden had changed from a sad beer desert into a country with a vibrant  & varied 
beer culture, virtually overnight. there has been an explosion in the number of styles produced 
& an immense broadening of the flavour spectrum. There are currently around 40 breweries in 
operation, with more starting all the time, despite the considerable expense & bureaucracy 
involved. The microbrewery movement is still very young & immature, but should be able to find 

its feet in the coming years. Its only very recently that the law was changed to allow beer to be brewed & sold in 
the same premises. Consequently, Sweden had the honour of being the last country in Northern Europe to have a 
brewpub. There are now 3 (in Stockholm, Ystad & Bredaryd) Judging by what has happened elsewhere, more are 
likely to follow.  
 
Carnegie Porter  5.5  %............................................................................................25 oz / $14.5  
Carnegie Porter is a Swedish beer classic. It has been brewed since 1836.  It's a black, top 
fermented Porter with very rich flavors including strong roasted tones of chocolate 
character and lots of hop bitterness which both are balanced and softened by a degree 
of sweetness.  

 

Caribbean 
While varied, many Caribbean varieties of beer are strawberry to golden blonde, 
presenting a non-bitter, crisp beer. In fact, the brewers of some of these beers add a 
little sugar in the mix to waylay any bitter aftertaste,  the result is something light and 
refreshing while enjoying the island lifestyle.  Beers that are actually brewed in the 
Caribbean often contain high quality malt and hops imported from Europe, and are made 
sublime by famously fresh Caribbean water. The desalinization process utilized by the 

brewers of Balashi on Aruba and Wadali in Antigua yield a crystalline ingredient in their beers, while Dominica’s 
Kubuli reaps the benefits of water from the island’s natural springs. The results are deliciously smooth, golden-
colored Pilsner beers.  
 
Carib Lager 5.2 % ..................................................................................................................................$4 
Launched on May 16th, 1950, this full bodied, clear and refreshing lager is the flagship 
brand of Carib Brewery and the preferred brew of Trinidad and Tobago. 



England 
God save the Queen!   England originated the game football (or soccer over here), 
built the ever famous Big Ben, and gave us pop icons as the Beatles and Monty Python.  
It also has a pub on almost every street, which means the beer is always flowing.  The 
most popular pub beer is a bitter, hoppy ale drawn up by hand pumps from kegs in the 

cellar and traditionally offered in pint glasses (but half-pints are readily available, too). Sound familiar? 
Maybe like Firkin Thursday Cask Night at the Brew Works? 
 
Hobgoblin Extra Strong Ale 5.2 % .........................................................................$5 
Abv- Hobgoblin is a powerful full-bodied ale with a dark ruby color.  Strong in 
roasted malt flavor with a moderate hoppy bitterness and slight fruity character 
that lasts through to the end. 
Fullers ESB 5.9 % ................................................................................................................$5 
This extra special bitter was first brewed in 1971. This medium bodied ale is red-amber 
in color and has a strong hop presence.  
ScareCrow Organic Ale 4.7 % .................................................................... 16 oz / $7 
brewed using a unique blend of organically grown barley-malt.  A citrus aroma 
heralds a delightful malt flavor, rounded off with a spicy bittersweet finish. 
Youngs Double Chocolate Stout 5.2 % ............................................ 14.9 oz / $5 
dark stout that has a distinctive chocolate flavor with a smooth and velvety finish. 
Young's & Wells Banana Bread Ale 5.2 % .......................................... 16 oz / $8 
This dark golden colored ale hugs the palate with great intensity. Its malty aroma is 
complemented by the gentle nose of Banana.   
Thomas Hardy's Ale 11.7 % ............................................................................ 8.5 oz / $9 
Scarce, subtle and complex, Thomas Hardy’s Ale is Bottle-conditioned to mature in 
the bottle like fine wine, this old ale/barley wine will improve with age for at least 
26 years. Not for the faint of palate, especially when young and brash, maturity 
brings an elegance of flavors unmatched by any other beer. 
St. Peters English Ale 4.5 % ......................................................................... 16 oz / $8 
Light malted barley from Scotland, with organic 'Target' hops, create a 
refreshingly wholesome flavored ale with a delicate character. 
Black Sheep Monty Pythons Holy Grail Ale 4.7 % ....................... 16 oz / $7 
the Holy Grail Bitter was specially commissioned to commemorate the 30th 
anniversary of Monty Python. It has a distinctive taste with plenty of fruity hops, and 
is full flavored with a dry and refreshing bitterness. 
J. W. Lees Harvest Vintage Ale 11.5 %............................................................$14.5 
This fully fermented strong ale has been brewed by J.W. Lees as a celebration of the 
brewers art since 1985. Harvest Ale can be enjoyed now or laid down like a vintage 
wine for enjoyment in years to come. 

 

India 
Modern brewing began for India in the early days of the British Empire — the mid-1700s. 
The demand for beer in the hot Indian climate by the British administrators and the 
troops was so great that it led to the creation of a completely new style of beer...India 
Pale Ale also known as IPA. IPA is a strong, highly hopped ale designed to survive the 
five month ocean voyage to India without spoiling. Ironically, today no brewer in India 
makes India Pale Ale. In various parts of north-eastern India, traditional rice beer is 

quite popular. Several festivals feature this nutritious, quite intoxicating, drink as part of the 
celebrations. The rice is fermented in vats that are sometimes buried underground. Elephants are known 
to attack villages, with the primary agenda of raiding these vats and having a good time for themselves. 

Taj Mahal 4.5 %.................................................................................................................. $4.5  
A clean, crisp, pleasant beer. Light and delicate flavor. 
King Fisher Lager 4.8 % ...................................................................................................$4  
A fully matured beer with an exceptional clarity, and has a pleasantly bitter taste. 

 
Australia 
Beer was not always an Aussie’s beverage of choice. Early Australia “ran on rum” 
and it was considered that "Drunkenness was a prevailing vice”  (Marcus Clarke 
writes of the period for the “Term of his Natural Life”, 1867).  During the 1800’s 
the common thought was that something had to be done and the answer lay in 
switching consumption habits from rum to beer.  It was written by Lord Hobart,  
“The introduction of beer into general use among the inhabitants would certainly 

lessen the consumption of spirituous liquors.”  Well, they got what they wanted – by the mid-nineteenth 
century it was clear that beer would be their national drink.  
 

Cooper’s Australian Stout 6.3% ..............................................................................$5 
Now here's a beer with punch! Coopers Best Extra Stout is a beacon for lovers of a 
hearty brew. With its robust flavour it is everything a stout should be. Brewed 
naturally using a top fermentation method, Coopers Stout's unique rich, dark 
texture comes from specially roasted black malt. Coopers Best Extra Stout 
contains no additives and no preservatives. 



U.S.A 
Until the middle of the19th century, ales dominated American brewing. This 
changed when the recently developed lager styles, brought by German 
immigrants, turned out to be more profitable for large-scale manufacturing and 
shipping. The lager brewed by these companies was not the extremely mild lager 
now associated with modern US megabreweries. Instead, the classic American 
Pilsner was a significantly stronger beer, both in flavour and alcohol. Due to 
the resurgence of the commercial craft brewing industry in the 1980s, the 

United States now features many beers, offered by & microbreweries. Smaller producers brew in a 
variety of styles influenced by local sources of hops and other ingredients as well as by various 
European traditions. The success of the commercial craft brewing industry has led the large breweries 
to invest in smaller breweries, and to develop more complex beers of their own. 

Bell's 2-Hearted Ale 6.0 % ............................................................................................$4  
American malts and enormous hop additions give this beer a crisp finish and 
incredible floral hop aroma. 
Rogue Dead Guy Ale 6.6 % .......................................................................................... $4.5 
Dead Guy is a German-style Maibock. It is deep honey in color with a malty aroma, rich 
hearty flavor and a well balanced finish. 
Southern Tier Phin & Matts 5.6 %.............................................................................$4  
An American pale ale with a citrus nose from the hops and a nutty flavor from the 
malt.  
Blue Point Hoptical Illusion 6.2 %..........................................................................$4  
Generous amount of selected hops balance out the malty backbone of this golden 
India Pale Ale. 
Sea Dog Blueberry Wheat 4.6 % ...............................................................................$4  
Features the nutty quench of a wheat ale combined with the delightful aromatics 
and subtle flavor contributed by Maine wild blueberries.  
Humboldt Red Nectar 5.2 %...................................................................................... $4.5  
reddish copper color ale with sweet malty notes with a delicate floral/spicy 
aroma. 
Abita Turbo Dog 6.1 % .......................................................................................................$4 
Abita Turbodog is a dark brown ale brewed with Willamette hops and a combination 
of British pale, crystal and chocolate malts. This combination gives Turbodog its 
rich body and color and a sweet chocolate-toffee like flavor. 
Left Hand Milk Stout 5.2 % ...........................................................................................$4  
This English style of beer, also known as Sweet Stout or Cream Stout, first 
appeared in London in the late 1800’s.  The milk sugar adds a well rounded 
sweetness to this dark beer and makes it an outstanding, year ‘round stout. 
Thirsty Dog Old Leg Humper Porter 5.7 % .................................................... $4.5 
A robust porter, dark brown in color and full-bodied with a malty sweet taste.  
Stoudts Pils 4.8 % ................................................................................................................$4 
Stoudt's Pils is characteristic of the traditional European Pilseners. Straw-yellow 
and highly hopped with Saaz hops. 
Lost Abbey Avant Garde 7% ...................................................................25 oz / $14.5 
Deep gold in color with hints of biscuits, caramel and fresh baked bread, this beer is 
sure to delight the senses and palates of consumers everywhere.  
Fort Collins Chocolate Stout 5.3% .................................................................. $4.5 
Chocolate malt and roasted barley provide the dark color and fully body of 
chocolate stout. Toasy accents and a hoppy dryness add to this smooth brew. An 
old time favorite you'll remember.  
New Holland Mad Hatter IPA 5.8%.........................................................................$5 
Dry-hopping provides a distinctive and floral hop aroma, while the lively and hoppy 
body is subtly balanced with delicious malt notes. Hatter’s hop character makes it a 
great fit for spicy dishes, bitter greens and beef.  
Port Wipe Out IPA 7% ..................................................................................25 oz / $14.5 
Very intense hoppy beer. Beautiful copper hue and a citrus hop aroma round out this 
higher alcohol brew. 
Wild Goose Amber 5%.......................................................................................................$4 
Easy drinking, semi-dry brew with hints of caramel, black currant and cinnamon. 
Very slight hop taste and a copper, sunset color. 
Stone IPA 9% ...........................................................................................................................$4 
Generous dry hopping makes this beer for hop lovers. Medium malt character, high 
alcohol content and hop bitterness throughout. 
Avery’s 14er’s ESB 5% .....................................................................................................$4 
Named for the 54 Colorado peaks which tower over 14,000 feet in elevation, our 
session beer is a spectacular copper hued beauty. The treatment of our water to 
simulate English hard water and the blending of several specialty malts and hops 
produce a delicate balance between aromatic maltiness and herbal hops.  
 



Japan 
Japanese beer became popular when the Dutch opened pubs for the sailors who worked along the 
trade routes from Japan to the Dutch empire. In Japan, hitachino Beer is a quality top-fermented 
ale. They started brewing Hitachino Nest Beer in 1996 with a hint of traditional sake brewing 
methods. Since then, Hitachino has won numerous awards worldwide. Hitachino is now known for 
its innovative brews. 
 

Hitachino Nest Red Rice 7.0 %......................................................................................................$7  
This Red Rice Ale was brewed with special red rice which had been cultured in ancient times in 
Japan. Please enjoy the complex taste and beautiful natural color. 
 
Hitachino Nest White Ale 5.0 % ..................................................................................................$7 
brewed in the tradition of a Belgian style white beer with coriander, nutmeg, orange peel and 
orange juice. 
 
Hitachino Nest Ginger Ale 7.0 % ................................................................................................$7 
A dose of fresh ginger roots added to the brewkettle creates an intriguing mix of ginger, 
malt-sweetness , and citrus like aromas and flavors. Hoppy dryness is very subdued with 
ginger sweet spicy notes dominating throughout to the very finish. 

  
Canada 
Unibroue beers are different. Brewed using an age-old process of in-bottle refermentation. 
They are only partially filtered rather than totally filtered (which is the norm in today¹s 
beer industry). This means Unibroue beers keep all their protein and part of the yeast, 
producing a genuine upscale beer. These beers are on fresh “lees”. The lees deposit 
themselves at the bottom of the bottle as result of refermentation and natural 

carbonation.  This method gives a very particular taste to the beer and provides a natural source of vitamin B. Every 
single beer is brewed in one batch and is not water-softened. Unibroue¹s brewing methods were inspired by the great 
European brewing traditions and, in this respect, are one of a kind in North America. Their brewing methods are time 
consuming and costly. Given that the beers contain no chemical additives or preservatives, they require strict 
quality control. This all-natural brewing process is also why their beers are higher in alcohol content and can 
provide a rich flavor without the bitter aftertaste of conventional beers. 

Unibroue la Fin du Monde 9%...................................................................................................... $5 
Triple fermentation Golden Ale, refermented in the bottle . Smooth, slightly tart with the 
balanced flavors of wild spices, malt and hops. Blond with a golden hue and champagne-like 
effervescence. Slightly tart,  flavours of wild spices, malt and hops. It belongs to the class of great 
Trappist beers and, in this regard, is a North American first. At meals, it can replace white or red wines 
and enhances the flavour of most dishes.  

Unibroue Maudite 8% ........................................................................................................................ $6 
Strong Red Ale, refermented in the bottle with subtle coriander, light spices and a hint of 
hops. It iss also the first beer brewed in North America that improves with age. When served 
young, it is very smooth, but when served after several years of storage, its flavour is 
reminiscent of port. Maudite is a mahogany-colored, rich-tasting premium beer that has a 
distinctive, complex taste. Because of the warmth it releases, this strong character beer 
must be served cool but not cold.  

Vietnam 
Breweries in Vietnam pay close attention to environmental protection. Equipment used in 
production processes meet international standards, minimizing pollution and any negative impact 
on the environment. The Vietnam Brewery Limited corporation (VBL) uses cooling systems that do 
not damage the ozone layer. To raise awareness about the economical use of water, fuel and 
energy, a "council for saving energy" was established as a forum for staff and workers to put 
forward initiatives and measures to reduce the consumption of energy when brewing beer.  

 
Hue  4.8 % ................................................................................................................................................. $4.5 
Made by the hue brewery, owned by Carlsburg, this pale lager has a golden color with a light 
head. Rice aroma and a dry finish. Hue (pronounced "hway") was once Vietnam's imperial city, 
the capital of the country from 1802 to 1945 under the Nguyen Dynasty.  
Halida 5.0 %................................................................................................................................................$4 
The Halida brand originates from North Vietnam and is based on an old unique Vietnamese 
recipe which creates full flavored yet light beer drink-ability . 

 
France 
France has rightly enjoyed the reputation as the gourmet capital of the world and its huge 
selection of alcoholic drinks is internationally famous. France is now undergoing a surge of 
interest in handcrafted brews. The French beer revival is now in full flow. Every year new 
breweries open with a wide variety of beer styles and brewing techniques. Now it is possible to 
drink British-style real ale, German-style weizenbier, Belgian-style witbier and spiced beer along 

with the traditional Alsace and bière de garde styles. A handful of tiny rural breweries have found the trend 
towards organic produce in France a real benefit with a ready market for organically-accredited beers. 
 
Belzebuth 13.0 % ....................................................................................................................8 oz / $6.5  
The dark amber colored Belzebuth offers an intense alcohol flavor with a strong 
supporting maltiness. 
 
 



Czech Republic & Slovak Republic 
Beer is considered a part of the national heritage of the Czech Republic. 

Beer was  brewed in the earliest Czech civilizations (there is evidence that 
hops were already being cultivated here in 859 and were being exported in 

903. the first written documentation referring to brewing dates from 
1088), and even British beer authority Michael Jackson agrees that “the 
Czechs are the number one beer-brewing nation in the world today. The 

Czech Beer Firsts are many and varied:  First in per capita beer consumption, 
First Beer Museum in the world, First beer brewing textbook, First 

Pilsener…” yada, yada, yada… 
 

Klaster Czech lager 5.6%..............................................................................................................$4  
Full presence lager, pleasantly hop bitter flavor from the Czech Republic 
Golden Pheasant 5% ...................................................................................................16.9 oz / $4.5  
Geographically, Slovakia is an obvious location for great lager beers. They have access to 
the best hops, grains & softest water in the world. Robust, full-flavored, exhibits a great 
balance between nutty malt flavors & noble hops. The finish is clean and refreshing.  
Topvar Lager 5%..............................................................................................................16 oz / $4.50 
Clear golden color and medium carbonation. The aroma is of sweet malts with light hop 
aroma.  A light and refreshing beer with a crisp cleansing mouthfeel. 

 

 
Philippines  
The San Miguel Corporation, Founded in 1890 as a brewery,  has over 100 facilities in the 
Philippines, Southeast Asia, China and Australia. San Miguel's flagship product, San Miguel Beer, 
holds over 90%  of the Philippine market. It is among the world's largest selling beers and among 
the top three brands in Asia. The company has five breweries in the Philippines, one brewery each in 
Indonesia and Vietnam, and four breweries in China, including Hong Kong. 

San Miguel Lager 4.8 %.....................................................................................................................$4  
A pale golden lager with pleasant, clean, hoppy finish. A well-balanced medium body, lively 
and snappy with a distinct bitter hop character that slides smoothly on the palate.  
San Miguel Dark  5.0 % ......................................................................................................................$4 
A full-bodied dark lager with a balance of moderate bitterness and straightforward aromas 
of pleasant, sweetish roasted malt bouquets that extend to the palate. Pours with a creamy, 
frothy head showing excellent lacing. 
 

 
Singapore 
Mealtime plays such a vital part of life in Singapore. It is about many diverse things; flavor, community, 
relaxation, family, camaraderie, recreation, sharing, spirituality and much more. Handcrafted beers 
have been added to the mix of every day life. Like everything else in Singapore, it’s more then just 
drinking beer, its an encompassing experience.  
 

Tiger Lager  5% ......................................................................................................................................$4 
“Prowl” into the most sophisticated brewery in the region...the Tiger Brewery at Tuas. 
Stringent quality control is exercised to ensure consistency in the brewing process. Pale 
yellow in color with a bitter malty and sweet hop essence. 
 

 

Brazil 
Rio de Janeiro...Carnival...beer?  Brazil is not all about bronzed sunbathers and parties, they also are 
the fourth largest market for beer with over 74 million barrels made per year.  Brewing in Brazil dates 
back to the European inhabitants making traditional German lagers which are still being made today. 
 

Xingu Black Beer 4.4  % .................................................................................................................... $4  
An opaque, full-bodied black lager with mild bitterness. Rich and creamy, well balanced sweet 
notes and hints of tartness with exceptional mouthfeel. 
 

 
China 
Tsingtao Lager is brewed and bottled by the Tsingtao Brewery founded in 1903 by German settlers. 
The brewery happens to be the 10th largest brewery in the world. Tsingtao is the 12th largest beer 
brand worldwide. Introduced to the United States in 1972, it soon became the top-selling Chinese 
beer in the U.S. and has maintained this leadership position ever since.  In fact, Tsingtao is the number-
one branded consumer product exported from China. 

 
Tsingtao 4.8% ...........................................................................................................................................$4 
Pronounced “Ching-Dow”, this lager has a crisp slightly malty flavor and nutty sweet taste 
which compliments spicy or flavorful cuisine 
 
  



Belgium                                                               
 

“Here, in this heaven of peace and silence where since 1850 Trappist monks have dedicated their life to God, 
products are made which, in themselves, gladden the heart of man.”  

 
Belgium is quaint country with a lot of charm. Belgians spend hours in outdoor cafes socializing. 
It is famous for many exports such as waffles, lace, chocolate, and especially beer.  Belgium has 
more breweries per capita than any other country.  there are approx 125 breweries in the 
country, producing  over 1,000 varieties. Belgian Beer comprises the most varied and exclusive 
collections of beers in the world some dating back to the Middle-Ages when monasteries began 
producing beer. A beer can’t be labeled “Trappist” unless it is brewed within a Trappist monastery, 

under the control and responsibility of the monastic community. Only 6 beers in Belgium can carry the appellation 
"Trappist": Chimay, Orval, Rochefort, Westmalle, Westvleteren and Achel.  
 

Chimay White (Triple) 8%......................................................................................................... $6.5 
Fruity notes of muscat and raisins, complements the touch of bitterness. This top 
fermented Trappist beer, refermented in the bottle, is not pasteurized 
Chimay Red 7%................................................................................................................................. $6.5 
Coppery colour, and a creamy head. Light, fruity apricot aroma. Light touch of bitterness 
to the palate. Top fermented, Trappist beer, refermented in the bottle,  and not pasteurized. 
Chimay Blue 9% .......................................................................................................   25.4 oz / $13.5 
It is principally distinguished by its character of a strong beer. Fragrance of fresh yeast 
with a light, flowery rosy touch, while revealing a light but pleasant touch of roasted 
malt. Top fermented, Trappist beer , refermented in the bottle, and not pasteurized. 
La Chouffe 8% ................................................................................................................................. $13 
Golden Ale, strong, spicy, lightly hoppy, with evoluting taste. Natural, bottle refermented, 
unfiltered, not pasteurized and without any additives. 
Duvel 8.5%.......................................................................................................................................... $6.5 
Fruity dry aroma, owed to the finest hops. Thirst quenching, hoppy aroma.  Duvel is the 
perfect companion for appetizers and casual dining. 
Brussels Pils 5%...............................................................................................................................$4 
light-gold colored lager with the taste that is hoppier than beers of its class.  
Karmeliet Tripel 8% ................................................................................................................... $6.5 
Golden color, effervescent. The aroma hints of apple, spice & yeast. Citrus mouthfeel 
creates a lemony dryness. 
Delirium Tremens 8.5% ..................................................................................................................$7 
Golden in color, light & creamy head.  Fruity notes, hints of cherry. Meant to be sipped 
slowly to savor each drop & out of respect for the higher alcohol content. 
Affligem Triple 8.5%..................................................................................................... 25 oz / $13 
The king of the abbey beers. It is amber-gold and pours with a deep head and original aroma, 
delivering a complex, full bodied flavor. Pure enjoyment! 
St. Bernardus Abt12 10.5% ................................................................................................... $7.5 
A dark ivory coloured beer with a high fermentation. The show piece of the brewery. Thanks 
to its soft and unconditionally genuine aroma & very fruity flavor, the beer can be 
smoothly tasted. 
Orval 6.2% ......................................................................................................................  11.2 oz / $7.5  
Sunset-orange color; a fruity and slightly acidic bouquet, firm body, profound hop 
bitterness, and long, dry finish. 
Lindemens Framboise 4%.............................................................................................................$8 
This raspberry Lambic has a Magnificent aroma, delicate palate of raspberries with 
undertones of fruity acidity; elegant, sparkling clean natural taste. 
Lindemens Kriek 4% ........................................................................................................................$8 
This cherry Lambic hosts a bouquet of freshly harvested cherries; sparkling, smooth, fruity and 
refreshing, dry finish.  

Holland 
Of the seven trappist breweries located in Belgium and Holland, Koningshoeven is the most 
commercialized. The brewery is currently operated by De Koningshoeven NV, a subsidiary of 
the Bavaria Brewery, but the buildings and equipment are owned by the abbey. The monks of 
the abbey are the ultimate authority on the brewing process. However, the secular company 
runs the business operations. The abbey also houses a bar, store and museum, the latter of 
which is staffed by monks. 

 

Koningshoeven  Trappist Quadruppel 10% ...................................................................$7 
A.K.A “La Trappe Quadrupel”...The strongest of the special beers. Its flavor is full, mild and 
pleasantly bitter. Quadrupel is presently available in the autumn, is bottled by the year and is perfect 
company for those long winter evenings and cooler summer nights.     
Koningshoeven Dubbel 7% ........................................................................................................$6 
Warm, ruby-red Trappist. This beer has a soft, fragrant, but above all refreshing, 
character.  
Koningshoeven Tripel 8%...........................................................................................................$6 
A dark Trappist lager with a fruity, bittersweet taste.  
 

 


